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Slimrande slickfisk smirrar. Jaget i magens järnflismagnetism. Kall 
toppnos daskar, blodvaggar och rullar. Varm fyllnad sväller in och stor-
mar tyst på brytets gränser. I tid som svallar långsammare än all möjlig 
tid. Mot upprinnelsens oerhörda vågbrott sakta rasa.

Slimering slickfish smirrs. The I in the belly’s iron-dust-magnetism. 
Cold snout slaps, blood-rocks and rolls. Warm filling swells into and 
storms the borders breakage. In time that ripples slower than all possible 
time. And slowly collapsing toward the incredibly breaking waves of the 
wellspring. 
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Häst lunkar tungt och sakta i lerig hage. Hur luftar trojanska hästen 
mot leran. Hur grundas timmerhästens innehåll av långsammare uni-
versumleran. Elstötar sprätter illande i fukten, riktad pik. Vill vara här i 
kåta hus hudbyggda upp ur leran.

Horse trudges slowly and heavily in muddy meadow. What does the 
trojan horse smell in the mud. How does the mud of this slow universe 
ground the timber-horse’s contents. Electric shocks send spattering jolts 
into the moisture with pointed peak. Want to be here in horny houses 
skinbuilt out of mud. 
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Sallader är för veklingar
Jag äter bara råbiff
när pälsen kokar
i glödande skymning
som du sakta
slickar såren 
av mina hälar

Salad is for weaklings
I only eat raw beef
when the fur boils
in the glowing dusk
you slowly 
lick the sores
of my heels
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Du kan också
gå runt i skogen
och berätta 
hur gamla träden är

Eller sova middag
med flanellskjortan på
medan jag lyssnar 
på radio
om stormen

Du kan vakna
mitt i natten
in i mina ögon
utan framtid

You can also
walk around the woods
and talk about
how old the trees are

Or take a nap
in a flannel shirt
while I listen
to the radio report
about the storm

You can wake 
in the middle of the night
into my eyes
without a future
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Du säger nej till allt är frihet
Jag säger ja till allt

Basjkirhästen som brakar
in i helblodens dressyrstall

Man måste känna sin fiende 
bättre än sig själv

You say that no to everything is freedom
I say yes to everything

The Bashkir horse that crashes
into the pure breeds’ dressage stable

One must know one’s enemy
better than oneself
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Om du har ljugit för mig
Om du har lurat mig 
att x-radera allt 
Då kommer jag att hämnas på dig
med sådant magstöd
att du inte ens
känner dig hemma
i akilleshälens
hämning

If you have lied to me
If you have fooled me
into x-ing out everything
Then I’ll take revenge on you
with such a girdle
that you won’t even
feel at home
in constraint 
of your achilles heel
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Jag vet vad det vill säga att försvinna.  
Amputation ger vinst i värdigheten. 
Men vad är värdighet, en handelsvara bara. 

I know what it means to disappear.
Amputation earns dignity.
But what is dignity, just a commodity.
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0 . 
I keep dreaming of the desert as I’d imagined it before I visited, an image I know now’s wrong, but what 
prevails is not the memory but my amalgamation of the wilderness desired. Just as the photographs 
slightly askance of what I envision. No matter how long I spend staring at another’s face on film I’m 
never ready for what it looks like in its moving, breathing actuality. What prevails is oak trees and a 
dirt and winter that doesn’t exist. But this comes too literally and too late—I’m plagued by the images 
of easy death, streets at night. In the waning control over my fantasy I almost tried to get public about 
intellectual love, recognizing its right deflections, and deferred to talking about clothes, skirting the 
ideations of gender that I’ve fomented by confusing my desire. Nor is it desire that keeps bringing it 
back at night, though one was the desire inexplicably shared by my current lover who suddenly had 
no reckoning and wanted as much as I did, but a dry coincidence—not dry in the sense of him having 
an entire bottle of Espolón to himself at a friend’s dinner party and falling asleep on a table, and in a 
second iteration finding me on the screen before falling asleep on the floor. I lost which was the second 
and which was me dreaming back into it. Eventually, all men have fallen asleep in my arms. And in 
waking in his manner every morning I forgot what’s moved me so closely to the idolatry of my brain’s 
rinse cycle, whatever intangible thing we’ve decided it is, generationally, which is the thing that’s closest 
to killing the pain hole and widening it at every turn. Half-life of bathroom crying. When it’s just there, 
neither moving nor to me dead, I too stall out on the machinations of my reckoning, slack over my 
weight in momentum and want. Anime music box regression. Once my critical love maximally expands, 
I tend to grind to halt on one woman’s voice. I think I keep dreaming of dirt roads and leaving, though 
waking confuses all my wilderness into the same misdirection, the simple trajectory that mislaid in brief 
rightness in the desert and always points, as its origin misunderstood, north. As what happened in the 
desert was the right amount of leaving, and its fragments wash in on the night stream just enough for me to 
recognize its repetitions in the mouth of what I keep wanting. That I can’t seem to stop living in two 
halves, not even having to pretend to love two people, though the second isn’t love so much as a violent 
repetition, a curious demand that’s never satisfied. Half my life later, it’s nothing I know how to confront 
and will wait to be distracted by something else. That time it was actuality. Here I’ve no actuality to 
yield and the real’s beside the point—not to have unremitting validation, nor its permanence, but the 
culmination of the want exploding from my chest that daily drags me from myself into the becoming. 
And when I’ve no one to become it repeats and repeats. 
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0 . 
And how easily I can fit into the shape of another. The whole idea was another body beside you. When 
he leaves the whole temperature, ecosystem changes. It’s easy. But still I see the ink on the arm when I put 
my teeth to it. What’s half your life spent staring at the same face? Even the idea of going north’s enough 
to make me rise from the pools, though I keep relearning and relearning that there’s nothing there. It’s 
the voice I want that I confuse with my own. In the end, I never settled on the other, only that it’s not my 
continent, so I’m gone. So it’s no example to settling my coinciding origin story, which remains valorless 
and not worth protecting, but indelibly mine. How can I ever leave? This morning disregarding my life 
again I walked through the ghost town’s tents and remembered the illusory calling me home when I first 
came here. But to take the text at face value, it’s refusing the call, as I have done, shamed from it. That 
we have no one to speak for but ourselves. Yes, privilege’s perfect individuation, rejecting bodiment, 
and also no body to ferociously inhabit. What a joy it is to be no one. In my dream, I described what is 
actually Pavlovian—or was I awake, imagining the context? I don’t know who I am when I sleep and it’s so 
important to me. From a too-young age, thinking I know the oracle. As if someone else holds the manual 
for me, but why shouldn’t they—everyone has a beacon. Nor is it in the grey geometries of resistance, 
where the whole neighborhood’s gone quiet. I felt safely that we all had each other, an interlocutor at best. 
Because the last song always feels like leaving, though its distortion and wash is merely a transition, the 
changing tide that swells out of panic into the comforting realizations—lest I’m just describing myself, 
I’ve finally come to the valence of my own importance, removed from consciousness or the need to placate 
my last eye, its increasing wakefulness, but what’s on the other side? 
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0.
It’s when the pattern freezes that I have to force myself through repetition to keep it going, conflagrating 
language that already exists, as I layer in what feels incidentally outside my body to break the newness 
into what I’ve felt before. The moments when I feel most violently myself come fewer and less articulate. 
Whatever I want to do isn’t what I’ve convinced myself to need but simply what occurs, the most generic 
individual making someone else’s choices. Of course the beacons seem to reveal their own. But cyclical 
boy and unanchored girl only made the choices of their aspect, predetermined by what already would 
have happened, getting into ontological paradox and causal spoilers. Laws of space that’s always already 
becoming. I’d admire a pure chaos dimension but even chaos has laws in fiction, defined by literary 
expectation and decade-specific set design. I expected nightmares but only got the hallucination of telling 
my partner I was hallucinating, giving the wrong name to the forces that plague me. A little bit of sleep 
paralysis. What happened was I dreamed again of my beacon when I thought I wouldn’t anymore, draped 
in small jewels and his own luxurious hair, and now I’m forgetting why he was there, but never that he 
was. Everyone’s just looking for films and books, a place to park. Something about my family, something 
to eat. It doesn’t matter that this eye remains unscrubbed or that I’m finally getting enough sleep, as long 
as I continue the basic pretenses of my station, as I think there must have just been periods where I only 
thought and nothing was important. I wonder what I was reading then, what I listened to. I assumed a 
war would begin. As we know it wasn’t mine, all this thrashing is just looking for a new excuse to stay 
alive. What’s it going to take to get me to a terminal. As I once shouted to myself so briefly that to be alive 
is revolutionary, which it isn’t, so once again I have to justify my existence in the nexus of things that are 
themselves still ancillary: whose turn is it to not just be sex and mathematics. I have to keep hearing her 
say that we can’t only bear witness.  
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  take  
  
     carry

    paths 
    

     routes

       
  carry   

   varying   will take
   
 

    must carry 

     paths carry
    
       routes 

*

Root & Whether
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   as roads            in different  

                carry   
 

            must carry  

   paths carry home  

“reluctant as any
landscape”                returned            by 
 
              roads

   
               varying routes will take  

      paths carried home by    
    

       routes
 

   home

           indifferent  direction

      *  
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   bringing   
  

    we  by  

   return
     
          a route headed in 

    roads   back in different ways;

 
   and
      ways through 
    

           bringing 
 

   we 
  

    return  
 

   in       different  

     returned 
  

“Not for whom do we 
speak but in whom”

“on the road:
an endless invisible 
present going on, 
a noise”

“all roads to there 
are the same, 
all roads that are 
there are the same 
once anyone arrives: 
human nature surges”
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          as difference

 
   to routes     
      headed in  

   roads   
    

     back in different ways
   

     *

 and places  

             

        set out   
   
                       
        having wandered far 

 home 
     
                    

        having  

A tree-
high thought”

“Navigation instructions
make sure it can be spoken
make sure it can be spoken”

home
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        at    same time

    “at the root of the trees”

              we return 
   

    by disparate 

 

         return in different   

    to routes headed in different  

         directions 

    “Paths in the shadow-  
 

           
   
            break of your hand”
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1. Gordon Matta-Clark died from pancreatic cancer on August 27, 1978.

2. Tuesday, September 10, 1985.

3. A 35-year-old sculptor was killed in a fall from her 34th floor apartment in
 Greenwich Vil on Sunday, and her husband, a sc with an 
 international reputation, has been arrested and charged with pushing her 
 out of a window.

4. The deceased was Ana Mendieta, and her husband is Carl Andre, , a   
 founder of the Minimalist school of sculpture.

5. Bastiaan Johan Christiaan “Bas Jan” Ade (1942-1975) was a Dutch   
 conceptual artist, performance artist, photographer and filmmaker.

6. He lived in Los Angeles for the last 10 years of 

7. Ader’s work was in many instances presented as photographs and film of
 his performances. He                                                    
                                          Leave Me (  ).

8. Ader was lost at sea in 1975 between Cape Cod and Ireland, when he  
 set  out to sea from Cape Cod in a small sailing boat as part of an attempt to 
 cross the  Atlantic Ocean.

9. Theresa Hak Kyung Cha

10. b. March 4, 1951, Pusan Korea

11. m. Richard Barnes, 1982

sentences on artists 
Dum vivimus, vivamus

1-50
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12. d. November 5, 1982, New York City

                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                      
    and this installation became a memorial for her.

14. Raped and strangled at the age of 31 just inside the door of the Puck Building in 
 SoHo by a security guard for the building,    , on 
 November 5, 1982, just seven days after the publication of Dictee.   

15.  Mike Kelley dies at 57; suicide.

16. L.A. contemporary artist                 psychologically complex work was 
 instrumental in making L.A.                                                               

17. Mr. Kelley is survived by a brother, George.

18. Marcel Broodthaers, 52, is dead. He died of a liver disease.

19.                     . On 25 April 1963 because of her sexual orientation, Ms.               
hanged herself in her studio in Zurich.

20.  She requested by letter to her mother that she be laid to rest in St. Moritz.

                                                             

                                                                                                                              
                                                                                        
23. Yves Klein (1928-1962), “Leap into the void”.
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    at the Cannes Film Festival on 11 May 1962.

25. Two more heart attacks followed, the second of which killed him on 6 June    
1962.

26.  He perished at 34.

27. Jay DeFeo, 60; Abstract Painter.

28.  , one of the breakthrough artists from Los Angeles’ storied
      , the seminal group that helped establish California art as an 
 international force, has died.

29.  Her curator,                     , said Tuesday that the abstract expressionist was  
 60               Saturday of lung cancer.

30.  The old Ferus Gallery on La Cienega                                                                   
                     for modernists.

31.    she displayed                                                                            
                                                                                                                   
            , “had so much paint on it it looked carved.” It weighed 2,300 pounds and required 
professional movers and a crane to get it from her studio to the museum.

32.  Keith Haring, Artist, Dies; Career Began in Subway Graffiti.

33.  Keith Haring died of AIDS at his home in Manhattan.
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34.  He was 31 years old.

35.     (March 14, 1923 – July 26, 1971). Living at Westbeth Artists   
 New York City, Arbus took her own life by
 ingesting barbiturates and slashing her wrists with a razor (aged 48).

36.          born                                                                                   
                                                                                                                       

37. Hurled himself into eternity by opening a number of veins and ingesting a 
 number of anti-depressants.

38.  ROBERT SMITHSON, 35, A SCULPTOR, IS DEAD.

39. Robert Smithson was killed in the crash of a light plane on Fr   
 with the pilot and a photographer, as they were inspecting o
 “Earthworks” under construction on a ranch near Am

40. He was 35 years old and lived at 799 Greenwich Street.

41.  He collaborated with his wife, the artist, filmmaker Nancy Holt, 
 film “Swamp” shown earlier this year.

42.  Surviving also is his mother, Mrs. Irving Smithson.

43. August 12, 1988, NoHo, Manhattan, New York City, NY.

44. Jean-Michel Basquiat, died of a drug-overdose. He was often victim    
to racial persecution.

45. He never sold paintings to people he didn’t like.
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46.    , an artist and photographer who for the last 10 years
 documented        scene,                                                           
                    , died of AIDS early yesterday in      
                apartment.

47. Mr. Tseng was 39 years old. Born in Hong Kong and educated in Paris 
 and Canada, Mr.             took                                                                  
                                                                     as a subway artist.

48. In 1984, the two men collaborated on a book,    a collection 
 of Mr.                                  and Mr.             photographs of the
               . Mr.         died of AIDS                                     

49.  Mr. Tseng is survived by his parents,    and    of 
 Vancouver; a sister,               of                                                           
                                      
 
50.  His companion was Robert Haynes of Manhattan.
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brotherstalker of the mudpeople of the people of a mountain of our

mountain of the dirt we were born in would sit on a mountain make a 

mountain was an object of how to strike without sound. we had started to 

grow things. we had planted the ledge with our breeding held our breeding 

held the ledge was what to hold.
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brotherstalker we marked our bodies i couldn’t decide how to remove the 

markings. you had placed your hands and your hands and your hands 

couldn’t be removed.
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brotherstalker when we met we met and we met and you looked at me 

looked into me we didn’t see things we agreed this would last and this 

would last and we would not let go there was our blood our blood your 

blood all over the parts of us i could hold you with. 

brotherstalker when you held you would let go would falter was a tremble 

was a fall we were and you were my hands could do nothing to stop it. 

brotherstalker when i touch things how to touch things how to hold a thing 

that isn’t how to hold a body i ended. 
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brotherstalker your girl your body this body we carry see through our skin 

in our skin the falling his body your body how we put our hauntings our 

bodies onto the bodies we would touch with.
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brotherstalker how do we untwine the limbs how do i cease. 
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dataclysm002.jpg

distant knives are being readied 
for leviathan heart meat 
unsabbathed, this lossy compression 
its goldfronded viscosity 
clumsy beast in the mindspidered maze
hyperviolet hyperviolence hyperopulence 
multiverse multiplex showing on all 20 screens
a spy in the grindhouse of love 
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dataclysm004.jpg

a committee formed entirely 
by organs of admittance
ready to deny or grant
body aka
festerhatched shame cavity
swaddled in such webs 
of oracle & glut 
elsewhere, a noise curdles 
a noun smithereens itself
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dataclysm0036.jpg

in the bedroom of all bedrooms
you fisted your pivotal fragility
abnormal merchandise
hatching an an epithet
in the plushy light of a
throw away world 
anyway come over here 
for the hour for bestowal is nigh 
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dataclysm0037.jpg

the pure was of garroted credit history
it’s really all lacquered pageantry 
the morsels of luxury
sourly traipsing across your screen
your mottled body
your stream of sick fish 
cite your deft instrument 
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I carry your cry through the living room, a path unlatches, carries the tide. used 
cars, traffic.  twin tracks.  a passage of thin plastic stands in the changes. 
lavender’s gap.  hills shine.  thin sleep runs through the day

        due light
    silence
      
                 blue’s broken door, altered 
space.  bored performing inexact steps.  every other, a broken door, its altered 
space.  promise arcs your and my eye

                 used twine, kites in the sky

            two trees between freeways

               a passage of thin sleep
               runs through the day

 

Sleep Lessons
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       only in passing       poem
    
       due glimpses       only in passing
       
          median island

   free soil

   mirrors at large

   our little white automobile

              driving home

              the blue black stones wet

              that wandering shore wet

    wrinkled face   uneven lessons

past its present f a l l i n g     sleep lasts

drags in the open bottom of the window

       able gap, blue spread

                 split in us
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vertebrae, fir tree, day’s broken applause.  hills delay, continue in their shine.  
kites follow after.  only in passing, poem.  home economics.  median island.

        lit silence      the rain traces 

        faint circle        your face spills out of

    the underground sinks

    trembles in the green seeing leaves
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a path unlatches, bird notes show from you middle of the night, noon stands in 
the changes.  I carry your cry through the living room, walk in its catch. 

             blue black stones wet

             that wandering shore wet

             the wind  lessens           your face 
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          late night street light 

          treetops shuddering 

          unbroken speech

           only in passing            poem

           due glimpses

           wavering at the bottom of sight

                 the warm air

                 weighted face           sleep lessens
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       seven o’clock light in November.  driving home.  hills continue in their shine, 
stride through ocean park

          blue green futures 

          sign over your sleep          mirrors 

          each side of the present            our little white automobile

          due light     silence          broken in rhythm     the rain
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lavender (trim daughter) leads hunger (blind father). lost in ocean park. bored, 
performing inexact steps—exactly overhead.  every other, a lavender gap.  
driving home

          twin tracks. split in us   

        a passage of thin plastic   

       promise arcs your and my eye
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Witness Statement

The witness statement came to him as follows: “I can offer nothing in the way of a material repayment, 
be that said here at the outset. What I can however offer is my word. And in a world in which our 
words have ceased to mean what they might speak of, in that nothing said says anything at all if not 
the purpose to deceive whoever listens, in that this is said as that, by which that said is not at all, but is 
believed to be some other, till that other be revealed to be whatever it would hide, by which the 
language we might live by loses power to convince us of not only what will be, but what is present 
to the senses; will the worth of such a word be without measure. And although I cannot say what 
I might promise to achieve to clear the burden I am left with, what I can for now express is my 
unqualified awareness of the immanence of debt to which my self has been contracted, which awareness 
presupposes my acceptance of the contract. Not that I can understand the nature of the contract, nor 
have any intimation of the future it withholds; however in the saying of these words I am aware that it 
is that which has allowed them to be said, and that it endlessly precedes the kind of world that I would 
speak of. It is here that I would like to bring attention to the fact that I am giving you my word. Not to 
commit to this or that, but to be faithful to the terms that have been given to adhere to, and to show 
that I can only keep the contract. That I cannot be without it is my only guarantee that I will always 
keep the contract – in whatever way I can, or will be able. Thus in saying my dependence I am giving 
you my promise to adhere to the conditions of the contract. I accept whatever terms you have to offer. 
What I offer is my word – to keep the contract.”
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That the naming of the contract had been able to occur was understood to be a sign that it had entered 
a new phase of operation. That the contract had enabled an awareness of the contract would in other 
words enable its increasingly efficient operation – for the consciousness to which it had been given 
as its reason to exist, and as its reason for existence, would by reason of a consequential lack of such 
awareness in the wake of this occurrence be more willing to entreat its operation, by disowning that 
which came as a result of its occurrence. That the naming had been conscious of the fact that it was 
naming not a thing, but that which offered every thing, allowed that consciousness to yield to the 
conditions of the contract.

The writing of the contract is akin to the translation of a text that opens infinitely inwards, where no page 
can be returned to to remember what was read there to begin with. It is a version of a text that is as old as 
any memory, but the proof of which is only to behold in the remainder of the versions that were taken as they 
were for the originals to care for and to archive.
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Walking Dead Love Song 5

Through the world’s singed veil the new 

order  
comes
shambling, legs 

roasting cheerily
over a fire. This world has made of us

merciless scythes
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Walking Dead Love Song 11

So what 
if we were
fools 
at least we loved 
to watch 
the help me lights
twinkling 
from our
roofs. So what
if on our 
tombs 
some vandal writes 
they never 
even realized
they weren’t
doing
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Walking Dead Love Song 4

I taught you to aim 
for the forehead,
child
we drank 
moonshine & set 
the old shanty on fire

When the wolves 
came we slashed 
at the night 
with our knives. O your long 

cold hair 
in whose fist 
what the takers and hooligans will

not do
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 Heidegger on Language as the House of Being

 Later in life, Heidegger came to believe in the power of names.  He advanced the 
philosophical view that words are born when they succeed in “naming” previously unnoticed 
aspects of our experience of reality, allowing us to communicate these insights to other people.  By 
“disclosing” particular aspects of reality and rendering them intelligible to others, the names we give to 
things help carve the paths we walk through the world.  As Heidegger famously put it in 1949:  

Because language is the house of being, we are constantly going through this house to 
reach what is.  When we go to the well, when we go through the woods, we are always 
already going through the word “well,” through the word “woods,” even if we do not 
express these words and do not think in language at all.1 

That is, whether or not we are even aware of them, our names for things shape our experiences of those 
things in more and less obvious ways.  

 Obviously, if we think of someone as a “dissident poet” then we will tend to relate to him 
or her differently than if we think of that same person as a “traitor to the fatherland.”  (The same point 
applies to thinking of Heidegger himself as a great “philosopher” or as an enthusiastic “Nazi,” and the 
undeniable fact that he was both helps explain his starkly divergent reputation.)  More subtly, going 
over a “bridge” feels slightly different than crossing a “causeway,” just as going to the “store” is not 
quite the same as a trip to the “market.”  In so far as our worlds are informed by such words and their 
distinctions, “angry” feels different than “annoyed” or “aggrieved,” just as “joyful” is not quite the same 
as “jubilant” or “jovial.”  A “rose” might smell as sweet by any other name (at least if one accepts Shake-
speare’s famous words at face value), but would we not handle the flower with more requisite caution 
if we had named it a “thorn blossom”?2   
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 To take one of Heidegger’s own examples:  Walking in “the woods” feels different than just 
walking among a lot of trees.  (Notice, moreover, that both of Heidegger’s philosophical examples— 
the words “well” and “woods”—are drawn directly from his own life.  His famous “hut” was situated 
on the edge of the woods, with a fresh water spring well located outside the window of his small study.  
Heidegger did not reach far for his examples; this “well” with “woods” beyond was what he saw when 
he looked up from his writing desk.3 Such examples help remind us that, even when Heidegger draws 
no attention to this fact, his philosophy frequently draws on his own experience.  Indeed, were it not 
for the controversial relation between his life and thought, the fact that Heidegger’s philosophy draws 
on his own experience would not even be surprising.  For, Heidegger is best known as an existential 
phenomenologist, that is, someone who seeks to understand the meaning of human existence by 
carefully attending to and describing the ways we experience our existence—describing and 
examining experiences that range from the mundane and ordinary to the extreme and extraordinary.   
Heidegger also taught that it is typically more difficult to understand our ordinary than our extraordinary 
experiences; the significance of what we experience everyday often eludes us precisely because such 
ordinary experiences are so common that we get used to them and so tend simply to take them for 
granted, overlooking their meaning in much the same way that we learn to ignore the lenses on our 
glasses, which we see through rather than see.  This inverse law of proximity was so important to 
Heidegger that he called it “the first law of phenomenology.”)  The basic point behind Heidegger’s 
example is that, once we have it, the word “woods” comes to organize the very intelligibility of the 
world in which we dwell, and this holds true, as he says, even when we do not explicitly think of the 
word “woods” while walking through them.  In ways both subtle and profound, then, our words shape 
and structure our intelligible worlds.  This is the significance of Heidegger’s famous line: “Language 
is the house of being”:  Our words build and shape the space of meanings in which we human beings 
ordinarily dwell.  
 
 As that suggests, moreover, some of us human beings must venture outside this “house 
of being,” this domesticated space of already established meanings, in order to encounter something 
unfamiliar, because our new words and meanings can only be born from such encounters with that for 
which we do not yet have words, or that for which we have forgotten the words we once had.4 Without 
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such new or renewed words and meanings, we tend to erode the intelligibility of our words (and so 
our worlds of meaning), which just like all “[e]veryday things become worn out, blunted, used up, and 
empty through their being in use.”5 (Heidegger appropriated this idea that our words are born as poetic 
insights and end up as worn-out clichés from Nietzsche, who took it from Emerson, who adopted it 
from the Romantic poets.)  

 By 1934, Heidegger came to believe that these new, world-disclosing words first come into 
being as names.  Such “naming into being” is the defining work of “the poet,” Heidegger’s later name for 
the skilled artisans of the word who cultivate their sensitivity to the subtle texture of inchoate meanings 
that populate the intersection of self and world (or the “between” of Dasein and Sein, “being-here” and 
“being,” as Heidegger puts it).  Words are born whenever such poets succeed in naming previously 
unfelt or unnoticed aspects of their own experience of reality.6

   

1 Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought, A. Hofstadter, trans. (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), 
p. 132./Heidegger, Off the Beaten Track, Julian Young and Kenneth Haynes, trans. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 232-3.  / Gesamtausgabe [hereafter “GA”] vol. 5, p. 310 
2 “What’s in a name?  That which we call a rose / By any other word would smell as sweet.”  William 
Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet (New York:  Penguin, 2000), Act II.2, 43-44, p. 39.  The context (the 
love-sick Juliet desperately trying to convince herself that the family feud between the Capulets and 
Montagues will not come between her love for Romeo) suggests that Shakespeare (probably the 
English language’s single greatest poetic namer) does not endorse such a neutral view of names.  
Would a rose really “smell as sweet” had we named it a “stink-blossom”?  
3See Digne Meller Marcowicz, Martin Heidegger: Photos (Frankfurt:  Vittorio Klostermann, 1966); 
and Adam Sharr, Heidegger’s Hut (Cambridge:  MIT Press, 2006), pp. 25, 43-6.   
4The very possibility of such a partial escape from language is what Jacques Derrida famously denied 
when he said that “There is nothing outside the text.”  Heidegger would respond that the “nothing” 
outside the text is the positive “noth-ing,” i.e., the not-yet-a-thing, from which new words and 
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meanings continue to emerge.   
5Hölderlin’s Hymns “Germania” and “The Rhine” (Indianapolis:  Indiana University Press, 2014), 
p. 24/GA 39 23. 
6
Charles Taylor influentially calls this an “expressivist” philosophy of language because it roots 

language in self-expression—specifically, in the self ’s expression of being, that apparently 
inexhaustible field of intelligibility that new words repeatedly help “disclose.”  Taylor traces this 
neo-Romantic view back to Johann Gottfried von Herder [1744-1803], a thinker who helped 
influence Heidegger’s later understanding of language.  On “naming into being” as the very essence 
of language, see 1934’s “Hölderlin and essence of Poetry,” 1934-35’s “OWA”; and my Heidegger, 
Art, and Postmodernity, ch. 3 (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 2005).  On Heidegger’s 
expressivism and its relation to Herder, see Charles Taylor, Human Agency and Language Philosophical 
papers, Volume 1 (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1985) and Joachim L. Oberst, Heidegger 
on Language and Death:  The Intrinsic Connection (New York:  Continuum, 2009).
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confluencia en Nostalghia
del la apreciación de las hojas (o pétalos que me vienen de Pound) al 
vientre de pájaros de la Madonna alienta idéntica vela: por las ruinas de 
tu lengua cedes cuerpo a tu edad 

confluence in Nostalghia
from the appreciation of leaves (or petals that come to me from Pound) 
to the belly of birds from the Madonna the same breath keeps vigil: 
through your tongue’s ruins you cede your body to your age
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mudar:  así la vida

poner de relieve
la ficción de corona trenzada      al envés, magia y caza de una
metamorfosis tejido obstinado, que es este amor de pintura  
mudanza que permite leer el corazón desde un principio de 
desligamiento (un par de hilos en la pulsera de Oaxaca), ardor 
de madreselva que entro en desamparo      yuxtaponerse, con 
esa extrañeza de que lo que pinta no es mano sino ojo      es  un 
ramaje (no un ramaje pintado) que opaca la lengua y deslíe
esa raíz tuya que flota 

to mutate: life in this way

to put into relief
the plaited crown’s fiction      to the underside, magic and hunting of a 
metamorphosis’s obstinate textile, that is this love of painting   
moving that permits reading the heart from a beginning of detachment 
(a pair of threads in the Oaxacan bracelet), honeysuckle’s ardor that 
entered in neglect      to juxtapose oneself, with that strangeness 
from what it is that paints is not hand but eye      it is  branches 
(not painted branches) that darkens the tongue and dissolves 
that root of yours that floats
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y a quien decir

que hay por exceso o retracción telarañas en lose ojos, una
constancia enrejada de un peso que habla en sueños      que la 
mano de pluma frota (porque sin destello no hay mutación ni
paraje al cebo) sustancias intimas en respuesta sonámbula 
que es pensamiento guardado en generosidad casi sexual 
que

 esta clemencia entre artos

   ojos de arce
   labios también
  como ocaso ardiente es bifurcación
  mía
  
    y muy ensangrentada 

and to tell whom

that there are by excess or retraction spiderwebs in the eyes, a 
constance grated of a weight that speaks in dreams      that the
feathered-hand rubs (because without shimmer there is no mutation nor
place to the bait) intimate substances in somnambulistic response  
that is thought guarded in nearly-sexual generosity 
that
 

this clemency between boxthorns

   maple’s eyes
   lips also
  like ardent sundown is birufcation
  mine

    and very blood-stained
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One

How 

one is

To be 

found, 

how

one is 

doing

How 

one is 

tired

or 

tuned

a certain 

way
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Rare Animal
  For Avital Ronell, Hélène Cixous, and Judith Butler 

The landscaped light 

Of unbelonging

We write language

From the dark

A woman 

Or

A genre of construction 

She has become

a kind of geranium

Fluorescent glares

A murderous compulsion

Where fog is 

A stolen watch

She does not receive 
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His form 

Appears to her

As a mountain lion

What cyclone fence

Slow walking 

Amidst a crisis 

Of lights

A start-up machine

Post translation

Neon pyramids

Breach

Inkblot bodies

A fictive blood

Defined by rupture

A scream runs 

Down the street 

With her throat cut off
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On Rome

We exhume 

our bodies 

from their concrete shrouds— 

ligature suspended 

from ceiling.

A burial 

in the Recoleta.

Unicursal weights:

like the substance 

of a cadaver 

falling 

from staircase.

Through a manifold 

of dreams 
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you reveal 

an attachment 

to landscape

as we land 

from room 

to elation 

(each artifice coining 

to every 

dead cell).

You require becoming—

yet remain grounded 

in an essential dread.

Hail falls 

from another part 

of the heat— 
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nightly firmament   

instead of purpose.

There is not feeling, 

only 

an accompanying dull 

when official bodies 

arrive.

Caverns purple 

your mouths 

in a glass 

while we stand 

in relation 

to the well. 

One final greeting 

for the bull’s arrival.
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from Rose

*

        Mend the beginning

        Bled 

Time’s creases

Liquid

    Silhouette

             Into

          Stone
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*

Vine strangled
       
 Ice shapes

             Speak shadow into light

     Stay
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*

 Overgrown eyes

    19, 23, 26

 Crossed

    Bearing language
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*

        Fingerless hands

          Semblance

Sleep forest

Limbed
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*

       Peat bones
   

     Square of light
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Arroyo 1

This is a story, told
often sung sometimes hummed
or tapped out in code
but strung 
from one to the next
a moving forward
in & out 
of dappled light
of blocks of night
& swaths of sun
moon glow & star point
gripped by hoarfrost
choked by snow
made fluid by deluge
given voice by gale
cutting a path in the earth
girdled by rabbit brush
& juniper
studded by car tires
beer cans & sneakers
the occasional
shopping cart 
spray painted gold
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Arroyo 2

A story of ongoingness out of place & at once
pinned like a crime scene
to exact coordinates on a map

there behind the KMart
in the arroyo that runs by the library
then curves to hug
the outer edges of an old barracks
with a murky past white-washed a shade

less circumspect 
by the promise of betterment
although ghosts can’t see
facade or read 
grant applications

their story is weightless 
almost a hollow thing you step into
& get 
picked up & dropped 
to those exact coordinates  but somehow 
not exactly

how the pitch is off
or on 
depending
because 
isn’t it the place
that is returned to
& the former person who is left
to twist
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Arroyo 3

the horizon’s koan
is that it creates a desire 
to trap it

pinned down by the grid
the lack 
seems less daunting

soft edged like the wind
or is the wind itself 
opening through

as any cattle rustler knows
walking stream beds
leave no footprints

& when a ghost story
includes two brothers
one is bound
to kill the other

but from the voices 
sometime heard arguing 
long after the water
no longer runs
it’s impossible to tell
which one
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Dig Out the Stump

before the train comes
we plait each other’s hair
sitting in the shade of juniper
in the slopping dust & shale
eyes trained on the invisible 
river

as for the gone tree
a crone came after the snows
& when our gaze was elsewhere
she lopped its head 
& upper boughs off
the ones reaching skyward
at the most severe 
angles

it was a dying thing to begin with
planted clumsily
too shallow
& its torment was keeping
her from sleeping

we watched from the breakfast window
all spring
& through summer
as the remaining stump
tried to leaf
& then immediately yellowed

the crone returned to her seaside
& still sends us postcards 
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of birds,
porcelain-faced dolls 
stuffed with french coins
& once a device from Japan
for cutting
zucchini into spirals

& the tree is still there
but it’s not

at the top of the whiteboard to-
do list 
it says: dig out the stump
for now
the neighborhood cats 
like to shit
beneath its phantom dapple
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 The Widows Who Ran the Next Town Over

In town, widows fed deer. An oilman had installed them for his mother when his father passed. She 

bought one crate of chestnuts, then another. At first, she and her friends cataloged each deer with a 

different nickname, but they admitted to mixups. One of the widows started the joke to call every 

deer Gail. This stuck wildly. A widow would see another widow at the back of the drugstore and yell 

“Gail!” Both would laugh so hard the pharmacists would drop their pestles and run over, cradling the 

widows by the elbow. A widow in another town sent the oilman’s mother a postcard. Two months later, 

she moved into the mother’s house. Soon the mother’s floors were piled with dunes of pillows—some 

frilled, some burlap, soft or stiff to individual taste—and napping widows. Her son bought out a local 

tannery, had it dynamited, had a park built in its stead. There was no fence. A stone path, cracked 

deliberately with goldmoss, slalomed through the shade of Turkish hazel. Under these trees, widows 

played rummy. They sent runts in overalls for tonic and limes. They broke the tonic bottles, swept the 

bottles, sold the glass back (via the oilman’s brokerage) to a distant bottle factory. They invited men 

and women walking home from work, day and night, to sit in for a hand, dollar ante, whereupon it 

was discovered this rummy was unlogged in any manual. When a motorist hit a deer in a crosswalk, 

the widows sat crosslegged in the streets. Row after row of polished shoe buckles, shined to a pierce. 

City business gummed up. An emergency ordinance declared the deer untouchable. The widows stood. 

Word fluttered out. Rumor was ratified. New widows signed leases for vacant bungalows and ground 

story studios. They slid into commerce and government. Postal workers carried black umbrellas. Penny 

caramel dispensers marked all four cemetery gates. Grade school lasted all year but let out at noon. 

Red sand banked up along curbs, filmed over dish towels, confused cigars, crunched in eyes. Every 

Valentine’s Day, the oilman would send his mother’s house a tin of chestnuts and inquire after the 
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health of all persisting. The widows would boil the chestnuts, introduce them into circulation, and 

return the oilman a thank-you card with a pressed chrysanthemum pruned to resemble antlers. 

Eventually the oilman himself passed on, but he left strict instructions: his affairs were to be “animated 

in all customary fashions for as close to indefinitely as his sustained investments would allow.” When a 

new widow first tried to feed a deer, the deer would blink, quiver, and bolt. In tears that surprised and 

annoyed her, the new widow would seek counsel. An older widow would explain: you had to soften 

the boiled chestnut in your mouth, exaggerated, so the deer understood. “Like so,” the older widow 

would say. Mouth open, she would roll the nut with her tongue across her bottom lip, then spit it into 

the new widow’s black-gloved hand.
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The Louts
for Mark A. Gooding

Tautologies, as we know, are eternal returns of the same: hermeneutic circles 

unperturbed, non-disturbed, intact, and benign. Accordingly: language is the writing of a

language or a language is the writing through of language(s). No external site of activity

commands the discourse/definition. Hereafter: A language is a writing is a language is a

writing is a poem… 

&

Save, for one event: the site of activity activating the site of language; an activation in 

an unfolding production (non-commoditized in its radical activation). Does this active 

defining threaten to close the circle(s) again? Is it itself a tautological de-limiting—a 

recursivity endlessly borne? Yes and no. Both, and. And, yet, some THING has been 

advanced. Namely: a theoretical cut through the circle: a disturbance, a pathway, a Poem: 

not nearly a totality but, rather, an originary mark. The advancement of a contingent 

delineation: de-marc-ations and the naming away!
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Epiphanic 

genealogies 

rise 

in 

the 

way 

a 

book 

may 

fall 

to 

the 
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floor 

after 

being 

slapped 

out 

of 

another’s 

hand 

then 

knocked 

off 

like 
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a 

hat 

into

a 

gutter 

or 

an

ancestor 

vehemently 

weeping 

or 

a 
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son’s 

head 

opening 

to 

reveal 

a 

parable 

lost 

by 

vast 

attentions 

in 
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ballads

of 

absent 

fathers.
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In this life you are never ready to leave

I heave the suitcase over three fences

One at a time
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I sat down on the stage

and fell fast asleep

and they buried me nearby
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and on a day not unlike today

they buried me
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the first book is hopeful

the second book is painful

the third book is boring

the fourth book is dying

the fifth book is unsung
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